Success
Stories

What Our Customers are Saying

What people are saying about
Technifold USA online!

“Thank you for making
me look like a hero...”

“...Your product solved a bad
problem and truly
impressed our client.”

ed
“...unexpected conversation...chang
the course of our production...”

“...the tabletop unit has saved us
countless reprints, rush
deliveries, and overtime...”

”

“...solved the problem immediately...

“...SO IMPRESSED.....
ORE...”
WE PURCHASED 3 M

“...printed solid on
the front and the back...”

“...we now have two Tri-Creasers
and a Micro Perf...”
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Jerry Long (center)
of PBM Graphics, Durham, NC
Bollinger
with operators Bud Parker and Kirby

Says Jerry, “ On the first job we ran with the Tri-Creasers, we got better results
than we did scoring with our Bobst die cutters! A tremendous, very industry
friendly product.”
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Chuck BlowersBindery
Emerald CitAy
Seattle W

One operators true story...
“It really began a year ago when we fitted a Tech-ni-fold Tri-Creaser to one of our
Stahl folders,” says Simon Young, who has more than 20 years experience in trade
finishing. “The results were so dramatic that within a few weeks we had purchased
two more Tri-Creasers.” Simon is an operator for leading UK sheet-fed printer Linney
Print.
“The Tech-ni-fold units are very quick to fit, allowing us to easily have them all on
one folder or on three separate machines. Creasing used to be a separate process on
the press but this is now carried out as the job goes through the folder. This has eliminated an operation, while the greater accuracy offered by the Tri- Creaser enables a
more accurate fold.”
The relationship between the two companies continued with the installation of a Techni-fold micro perforating unit. “We don’t use this as regularly but when we need it the
micro-perforating unit is extremely effective,” says Mr Young. “Again, we previously
had to handle this process on the press and the results were not as good as those that
we now achieve using the Tech-ni-fold unit fitted to a folder. It also means the printed
sheets delivered to the finishing section are flat on the pallet, aiding increased accuracy during the guillotine process.”
Linney Print’s finishing department is equipped to handle a hugely diverse range of
printed work, which is produced on the company’s multi-unit sheet-fed presses. “Jobs
change on an hourly basis in terms of run lengths, stock, pagination and size, while
the work itself can be anything from a perfect bound book to a mailer. The department
needs to be flexible and incorporating the Tech-ni-fold units has improved the efficiency
of some quite sophisticated finishing equipment.”
Linney Print has now fitted a Spine Creaser to the cover feeder on its two Muller
Martini saddle stitching line, removing the need to crease covers separately on a press
or platen, and has just purchased a Tech-ni-fold Multi Tool unit, which allows double
micro perforation, kiss-cut, double-cut and edge trimming to be carried out on a folder.
“The Tech-ni-fold units are constantly in use,” says Simon Young. “We recently
produced a leaflet, printed two-up on 170 gsm stock. The job didn’t look as if it would
need creasing prior to folding, but there was a fair amount of black ink and the first
few copies cracked badly. We simply put the Tri-Creaser and Multi Tool units on the
Stahl machine, then creased, slit and folded in one pass. The result was perfect.
“The other benefit we’ve found with Tech-ni-fold is that we get excellent technical support and advice when we need it. Our operators have come to trust what the
Tech-ni-fold engineers tell them. At the end of the day we have reduced costs in the
department, while producing better finished products and giving our customers a
higher level of service.”

Michael Moran of Market Connections
Toronto ON
www.marketconnections.com

This happy man to your left came up to us at
OnDemand 06 with this to say: “I print more
sheets per month on our NexPress than any
other printer in the world. “We were truly in
tears trying to get rid of the cracking problem
we faced on these jobs. We decided to try 2
of yourTri-Creasers on our Baumfolder…
now I’m absolutely ecstatic! Problem solved.
With your tools I don’t have to worry about
the1.5 million digital sheets our NexPress
produces every month.” Turns out the fellow
is Michael Moran. Not only is he a very happyTechnifold customer but he was a keynote
speaker at OnDemand 2006 regarding digital
printing concerns. Finishing digital jobs? No
longer a concern for Michael.

“With your Spine Creaser we’ve eliminated so much
time spent scoring on our Bobst. Now we can totally
dedicate the die cutter to running our packaging work
and there’s no more waiting for covers on the stitcher.”
Phil Fox
Berman Printing
Cincinnati OH

“In my nearly 30 years working in sheetfed printing, I’ve not seen a product live up to the advertised claims like this one; the Tri-Creaser works.
Not only are the scores crack-free on virtually every stock, the learning curve is practically zero—if
you can get paper throught the folder, you can score
it.
I have one less problem to worry about...thank
you!”
Ed Goswick
Greater Georgia Printers
Crawford GA

“We have 3 Tri-Creasers and are most assuredly your
greatest fans (at least on the West Coast!) We have
seen the light.”
JR Gaddis
University of Oregon Printing & Mailing Svc
Eugene OR

Hi Gina,
I said I would let you know how the tri-creaser
worked on the uncoated stock and I can say we just
on a
finished the job and it was perfect. No cracking
blue solid, against the grain on uncoated text weight
stock...
Thanks!
Dave
Ace Graphics
Naperville IL

I own a small printing company (16 employees)
in the Greater Metropolitan Washington DC area
and have recently purchased two tri-creasers for
my 23” MBO folder B123.
I heard about your product from an advertise-ment
that my production manager clipped from the back
of Quick Printing magazine and went on the website to view your materials. I decided to try your
product with some amount of trepidation, but was
swayed by your money back guarantee.
I have now been using your product for one
month and I am a true convert. Your tri-creaser
has performed beautifully on three to four occasions and in only one month has saved me approxi-mately $500 in outside costs. Imagine the
sav-ings that I will see over the life of the
prod-uct.

Sometimes giving a new product a trial is well
worth the effort and your product has not only impressed me, but my folder operator has thanked me
for making his job easier...Once again thank you
for making my job much easier and for having such
a great product.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Kriss
Vice President
Homart Press & Envelope Company, Inc.
Hyattsville MD

No more furry edges, in fact the quality of cut is as good as a guillotine and has stayed
sharp throughout the many jobs we have run so far. Our operators have also been impressed
by the assortment of options at hand, especially the micro-perforating. The Multi-Tool
appears to be another truly revolutionary innovation and we would have no hesitation in
endorsing its quality and durability to any potential buyer. Tony Morgan , Bindery Manager Bezier Corporate Print, Dorset, UK
A fantastic innovation, the Tri-creaser paid for itself in week one. In my 30 years experience
the results are better than a cylinder score.
Kevin Pye
Fast finishers
London
We’ve been able to win jobs that we weren’t able to before using the multi tool product. It’s
changed our manufacturing completely by shifting the scoring and perfing operations to the
bindery, opening up press time for other live jobs. Plus, we are now folding and slitting jobs
off the folder effectively cutting the run time in half. No bindery is complete without this tool.
Dane Baclaski Vice
President Hitchcock
Printing New Britain,
CT 06050
An excellent device. Creasing ourselves has allowed us to reduce production times and saved
1000’s.
John Thomson
Newman Thomson Ltd
West Sussex
We were amazed at the quality of crease on our book covers; in fact it produced better results
than our flatbed Cylinder. The installation took just 15 minutes and the effect was instant as
we ran off three jobs without any drawbacks. The Spine-Creaser has literally paid for itself
already. Paul Clifton
Spectrum Printers
Leicester, UK
There was no other system on the market that could produce two micro-perforations so close
together with the added benefit of being able to fold down the middle as well. Now we can
run 2- up book cover coupons for our saddle stitcher and leave the platen to do other work.
The CP-Applicator has been brilliant for us. Joe Doran Typecraft Ltd

Dublin, Ireland
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“...bette cylinder...”
flatbed

“The Tri-Creaser looks and
works like it was invented
by a bindery guy...
Best product ever invented.”
Lee Harrison RB
Trade Printing
Mississauga ON
“Since purchasing Tri-Creaser three months ago, we have found
it to be a very useful accessory, cutting out one whole process.
We are now able to score and fold on one machine, saving time
and money. In this short space of time it has paid for it’s self at
least twice over. Certainly an excellent buy.” Lisa Anthoney RCS
PLC
Nottingham UK
“The Spine & Hinge Creaser does exactly what it says on the box,

with no fuss or mess. It is quick and user friendly and gives us and
our customers reassurance that all books processed using this tool
are far superior to what we were getting before. It is a pleasure
doing business with Tech-ni-fold yet again” Stuart Gilgryst St Ives
(Roche) Ltd
“Why would I want my competition to know that on one job that
had a 12pt cover with a 4” flap...which in the past had to be scored

on our die cutter...that we eliminated running those 203,000 23x35
sheets on the die cutter and that we did the scoring on the folder
as we folded them???”
Anonymous for obvious reasons--but a great story anyway!

“It’s the best money I’ve ever spent.”
Mike Spallucci
Paravista
Piscataway, NJ

“...the Spine Creaser has
.
passed the ultimate test..
ers...”
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“...surpassed our expectations...”

“Just wanted to say how much I love
your product. I feel so ahead of the
game, having the Tri-creasers on my
folder....this was a job I would normally
be sending out, and hoping for the best.
By just having the score units, it has
paid for itself in less than a week.
Again thank you very much for getting
them to me quickly, and it’s been the biggest pleasure doing business with You.
Looking forward to more products from
you guys, even if it’s a tooth brush!” Vic
Apcarian Primo Graphics Glendale CA

◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦

“After constantly struggling with
cracking on stock that we ran on our

digital equipment, we found the TRICREASER. Now we can print, and fold
any job with ease. Without the worry of
cracking!”
After putting the Tri-CREASER on our
Rollem, and seeing the benefits of using
it, we just had to get a second one. The
money spent on buying them is nothing
compared to the savings of using an
outside bindery or throwing away the
cracked stock.
We could instantly see the benefits of
using the TRI-CREASER...”
Eli Shapiro
Sir Speedy
Holmes PA

◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦

“The savings we made by not having
to send out for scoring paid for our
Tri-Creaser on the first job!”

when first reading about it in one of the
trade magazines.
After learning about your money back
guarantee we made our first purchase.
It lived up to all the hype and we have
since purchased two more.” Marv
Braun
Alexander Clark Printing Boise ID

◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦

“The Tri-Creaser has performed
above our expectations. The hours
of time we saved after ordering one
prompted us to order three more. All
our folders are equipped now and the
ease of use began our ROI immediately.
The improvement in quality and drop
in spoilage alone has more than paid
for your product.
If you don’t have these on your folders, you’re probably leaking profit you
could be capturing.” Jess MacCallum
Professional Printers
Inc West Columbia SC

◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦◦

“The product performed as stated
and solved the cracking problem that
plagued us for years. Our clients we
served were delighted we were able to
deliver a great looking folding product
without cracking the coating on the
sheet.”
Larry Smith
Economy Printing Company Inc
Easton, Maryland

Bob Humphrys
Wessex Binding Services Wimbourne UK
“The Tri-Creaser has truly been one
of our greatest finds in the last 25 years
here at alexander Clark Printing. I
must be honest, we were very skeptical
“This is the first thing I’ve EVER found that lives up to its billing 100%. I
recently bought one Tri-Creaser to try...now I have nine!” 		
Doug Rosen
Pearl Pressman Liberty, Philadelphia PA

Marty McKewan, Hemlock Printers, Burnaby BC discussing new bindery tools and strategies with Andre Palko at Graphics Canada. “Buying
the Spine Creaser for my Muller was a no-brainer. It saved me from
scoring more than 100,000 sheets on my Johannisberg die cutter... and
that was in the first month alone!”

Easy setup, anyone can score with this device. Even the non experienced operator. From all the available devices in the world, this is the
best one. It’s a big hit in Holland.”
Bert Verhuever - Wifac
bv Mijdrecht, Holland
Leading Dutch MBO Folding Machine Agents

“...I recommend your scoring and trimming devices.
They are the best on the market and when I personally saw this device work on reflex blue WITH NO
CRACKING I was seriously impressed.
I highly recommend your product to all binderies
I come into contact with now, and if I can be of any
assistance please let me know.”
Bob Smith
RGS Bindery Solutions
Deposit NY
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seStream Mini to my first
I recently sold your impressive Crea
h more than just happy about
muc
customer . To tell the truth he was
has been waiting years for a
this little fellow. He claimed that he
solution like this.
we even made some pretty
During the initial demonstration,
black, which were all just
sensitive tests using digital fulltone
me bring back the machine which
perfect. My customer wouldn't let
show other potential customers...
means that I don't have another to
isn't life just unreasonable!"
Frank Mailind
Sales/Marketing
k
CreaseStream distributor - Denmar

We produce a good number of Orders for
a local funeral director and due to the
nature of the beast these are usually low
in number and are required quickly.

curacy
“The ac

is...

We find CreaseStream Mini to be ideal
for the job. Although we don’t use the
Mini every single day, it is very handy
when we need it.
The accuracy is perfect, once it is set up
and the creasing is of the highest caliber.
We also find the CreaseStream Mini really useful for creasing one-off visuals
for presentation to clients. We received a
number of comments as to how good the
finish of the visuals are, which we feel
could help us winning new business.

PERFECT”

Tom Bird
Connect Design & Print
Nottingham UK
Ian Collins of Colcards, a fine art greeting card printer, had this to say about his new CreaseStream Mini:
“We were searching for a manual creaser that could cope with our low volume greetings cards. We produce
runs of 100 cards on a regular basis in 3-4 different sizes and needed something that was quick and easy to
use that wasn’t expensive.
The CreaseStream Mini has more than met our needs, the quality of build and the creasing results are excellent. In fact we over work the unit to gain maximum benefit...it really is a very good solution.
We recently purchased the micro-perforating tool option and are looking forward to seeing how this works
for us; all in all we are extremely happy with our CreaseStream Mini!”

The CreaseStream Mini has completely transformed how I crease my orders of services
and wedding cards. It was a tedious task trying to align 280gsm card in position to
apply 2 creases, now I can produce both accurately and simultaneously, with much
better speed. The quality of crease is the same as before, hence no cracking, but output
is much, much faster.
Although my new CreaseStream
Mini has a rotary handle to drive
the sheets through, it is more
efficient and versatile than anything
I have seen in this price range and
the back problems I used to suffer
operating my previous model have
disappeared. I am delighted to
recommend the CreaseStream Mini
to any person or company needing to
successfully crease low volume cards,
menus and brochures etc.

“The CreaseStream
Mini has completely
transformed how I
crease my orders...”

David Denton

“We received a flyer through the post, offering a free demonstration for a creasing attachment
that was guaranteed to solve cracking problems on our folding machine, all a bit unbelievable
we thought. However, we decided to book in the demo, simply because we had nothing to lose,
the hand operated creaser and platen we often used, were very slow and couldn’t keep up with
production levels.
True to their promise, Tech-ni-Fold sent over a technician to fit a Tri-Creaser Fast Fit to our
Morgana UFO, and it wasn’t long before we witnessed the fantastic results, we were truly
amazed and rather surprised that this simple retro-fit creasing attachment replicated the result
we were used to seeing come from our platen, the difference being is that now we can run at
10,000 sheets per hour instead of 2,500.
I have to admit, none of us here expected the crease to be so good, the device has not let us
down since we purchased it two months ago, and we have put a lot of different types of work
through our folder in that time, we certainly couldn’t imagine being without it.”
Mark Hinton
Managing Director
Prestige Printing
Irchester

with the Creasestream
We are really happy our work easier in a lot
Mini. It really made did them before.
less time than how we
recommend the
We will not hesitate tos here in Canada.
machine to our colleague
regards.
Again, thank you and
J.B. (Joey) Lapuz
d.
Arc Digital Solutions Lt
Calgary, AB

How the CreaseStream plus won over a
“traditionalist impact creasing operative.”
Peter Vernazza, the Finishing Manager for Adco Products Limited, in Glossop, Derbyshire
was faced with a potential dilemma in choosing the right type of creasing equipment for his
company, here he explains the situation in his own words;
“We are a printing company that produces Paper & Plastic Desk Top Accessories
Our business had grown quite considerably on our cover work, and our existing creasing
machine was too slow and antiquated to cope with our demands.
We set about reviewing what machinery was out in the market and identified the Crease
Stream Rotary Creasing & Perforating Machine as something that stood out.
Our initial thoughts were to look for an impact creasing machine because we had previously experienced that rotary creasing had a tendency to crack the spine of folded items, in
fact we have always had problems in this area on
varying substrates and printing methods.
We tend to crease on art paper between 200gms
to 350gms printing process Litho, Screen Print
& Digital, but we needed to shift much higher
volumes of work than before. After seeing the
CreaseStream plus in action and putting it
through rigorous trials we were convinced and
decided to purchase the machine.
Setting up of the crease & perforating wheels is
quick and simple, the rubber creasing bands are
easily exchangeable and cost effective not like the old steel systems that virtually destroyed
the surface of the stock and were expensive to replace.
We have been delighted with the speed at which you can change the machine to different
size Media & Stock, and the quality of crease and perforation is very good.
We found the team at CreaseStream very proactive in dealing with our individual request
and specification, understanding what we required of the machine and re adapting to suit
our needs.
I would not hesitate to recommend any potential buyer to purchase a machine as it has won
over a traditionalist impact creasing operative.”

Two weeks ago, we all agreed that we have been scoring (on average) 20% of our
Perfect Bind covers off-line. Additionally (due to the age of our Binder scoring
assembly, use of modern day coatings, and the recycled fiber content of modern
day substrates), we believed this percentage would continue to rise.
Soon after this discussion, I decided we would proceed with a plan to eliminate
Bobst and Kluge scoring to the 100% level (with regard to Perfect Binding operations).
And at that point, I purchased a score assembly (retrofit kit) for our Perfect Binder.
The kit was purchased from Technifold USA (whose owners and staff are Tier 1 and whose Company makes high quality products). Tom Bench and Fred Wheeler also
played a role by providing specification metrics - with Tom also providing installation
expertise.
----The spine and hinge scoring mechanism mimics the accuracy and dependability of
the system I purchased for our folding operation a year ago.
Today, we installed the new system (retrofit kit) and tested it on our "Protea
Bioscience job". In fact, we simultaneously sent covers to the Kluge to be scored for
comparison purposes. END RESULT: The new system (with it's ability to flex score
the spine and hinge ... one up, one down,etc) provided the best quality .... i.e. better
score depth and fiber manipulation, no cracking (even when working against the
grain), and enabled a better face trim (less cupping of text) due to the consistency
of the scores.
As I see it, we should refrain from buying perfect bound cover dies for the
foreseeable future.

Unique Five
Tier Risk-Free
Guarantee
GUARANTEE #1
If our products aren’t as easy to use as we say they are—
even the first time you use them—and you don’t save hours
of time, send them back for a full and courteous refund.

GUARANTEE #2
If your Tri-Creaser doesn’t eliminate fiber cracking on materials ranging from 100# text through 15pt, send it back for a full
and courteous refund.
GUARANTEE #3
If after three whole months you are not satisfied with our
products for any reason, or no reason at all, send them back
to us for a full and prompt refund.
GUARANTEE #4
If after 12 months our products haven’t saved you more than
5 times your investment, return them to us for a full and
courteous refund. Just take a photo of the product on your
machine to demonstrate that you at least tried it out.
GUARANTEE #5
Your investment in the Tri-Creaser includes a full 3 year
workmanship and defect guarantee. If for any reason our
products malfunction in any way in the first three years, we’ll
replace them immediately—at no cost to you!

Not only do you get unique solutions,
you get our unique Guarantee!
We stand behind your investment 100%.

www.TechnifoldUSA.com

